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individuals who are working in the area. The Lancaster Archaeological

Society, it seems to me, providAs a splendid example of what can &Dd
what must be done.

It is to be hoped that the University will be able to further

110rth-Western archaeology in a number of ways: by fieldwork and

excavation; by providing specialist services; by producing graduates

in arcrAeology; and by establishing archaeological archives and a

good library. We are more than grateful to those who have already

helped us to set up archaeology here - and, amongst many, must be
mentioned ~dss Clare Fell, Mr Ben Edwards, Mr G.M. Leather, Professor

Martin Harrison and all the museums and local authorities; nO\1, we

must produce some results. '

Excayations at ~atre Yard, Lancaster 1973 by G. .B. Jones with

t.M. Alker and J.M. Dore

Through the courtesy of Lancaster City Corporation and under the

auspices of the Department of the Environment, a team from Manchester
University conducted a prolonged series of rescue excavations in the

erea known as the Mitre Yard on the north-eastern side of Castle Hill,

Lancaster (SD 475619). The area examined fell into two zones, the

northernmost part of the }utre Yard site close to the existing frag
ment of the Wery \iall and a second area at the southern end of the

site approximately 20 metres from Covell's Cross. The excavations

produced the incurving butt-end of four ditches, two primary and two

secondary, tlmt leave little doubt that the eastern gate of the

auxiliary fort must have lain almost directly beneath the line of

Church Street. This was subsequently confirmed in salvage conditions
when part of the exit road from the :ort was located some 12 metres

further east. A series of superimposed road levels created a sub

stantial cobbled area that vas eventually revetted on the dovnhill side

by a substantial clay bank flanked at the outer edge by a massive stone

culvert, running round the site of the bath house mentioned in ~ 605
and located during construction work in October 1973.

At the northern end of the site a number of trial trenches

demonstrated that the upper terrace of the Mitre Yard area had been

badly damaged by the creation of a terraced garden and tennis court,

Attention vas therefore concentrated or.the relatively undisturbed
area closer to the upstanding fragment of the Wery Wall. In crIonol

ogical order the earliest discoveries relate to the period of the

auxiliary fort. A large U-shaped ditch vas found running transversely

across the site with traces of another sump at its outer edge. Although

the ditch itself contained material as late as the 3rd century its
mili tary origin is not in doubt, because the remains of an interval

tower were discovered alongside its inner edge and a further 5m. to

the rear the inteJ:".raJJ.l.lt.1 ro.ad of the auxiliary fort was located.
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Naturally as this area lay vithin the later compound created by the

Wery Wall these remains had been very heavily flattened. Outside
the fort defences a small timber-built building had a brief life

before the area vas taken over by the southward expansion of the

stone bath house the original nucleus of vhieh vas located by the

Lancaster Archaeological Society, north of the Wery Wall in May
1973. Within the area of the rescue excavations this took the form

of R hot room in good limestone ashlar measuring some 4.45 metres

by at least 4.50 metres. The hypocaust arrangements vere fired from

a praefurnium on the vest side of the building and one of a pair of
inten:al supports of a bath survived. The bath vas extensively

modified during its lifetime; at least four stnlctural phases were
identified. The second of these was the most pretentious. The

earliest room located was filled in with mortar and plaster rubble

and a massive sub-foundation carried the line of the valls through it

and southwards to the junction vith an elongated building (13.75m x

5.4Om.) provided with massive sub-foundations to combat the risk of

subsidence from the hill slope. This building was completely robbed

in antiquity and the next stage of the development of the bathhouse

lay in the eastern room created by these arrangements. It vas decorated

with painted wall plaster that had been renevedon at least ~ne 0ccasi~r.,

and eventually the room itself vas modified, presumably shortly before

the construction of the Wery Wall. AI though the line of the Wery Wall
had been established in 1970 its structural remains vere limited to a

massive mortar and eobble sub-foundation that had yielded no dating •

information. Fortunately, however, the rescue excavations revealed

that the bath building had been sealed under rather than destroyed by,

the construction of the Wery Wall. A slightly won1 coin of c. A.D.
326 from the construction level of the Wall dates it to the seeond

quarter of the fourth century, thus coinciding with the suggested date

of similar developments on the Rhine frontier and the suggested

construetion date of the coastal station at Gaer Gybi, Holyhead. Of

the interior of the compound during the Wery Wall pl~se practically

nothing can be said. A handful of postholes were located either at
the southern entrance to the Mitre Yarc or, .," "

during contractors'bulldozing and these features may tentatively be

placed within the Wery Wall phase. There is nothing, however, to

suggest the layout or plan of the buildings concerned.

No Anglo-Saxon sculptural fragments were located duri.ng the course

o~ work, but a quantity of 12th-14th century pottery was located at

the southern end of the Mitre Yard. Unfortunately details of the

associated builnings have not survivec the construction of Georgian
cellars in this area •
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